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AN ANNIVERSARY ISSUE

with their drawings or diagrams, no
professional level of artistic ability is reauired. Subject matter
can be anything that falls within our
interest. Questions about puzzling
bits of rhykenology you've noted, reports on your researches, reproductions of little known printed matter
from the good old days (no recent
copyrighted stuff, please), theories, sketches of unusual planes,
comparisons of plane designs, clear
rubbings (or other kinds of reproduction) of obscure marks or anything else that appeals to your imagination.

Our recent suggestion that we might
have a super issue celebrating our
10th Anniversary to be composed of
camera-ready pages produced by the
members has been reasonably well received but many have written to say
they felt time was too short for
them to produce anything worthwhile.
We did not intend to suggest that
such an issue be the first of 1985.
The last issue of the year or even
the first of the year following the
completion of our first decade
would, we think, be perfectly appropriate. So there's plenty of time
if you don't dilly-dally.

We hone everyone will take part. For
many of you little more is necessary
than fine tuning the materials you
regularly send us. BUT - we hope
you will make a commit-Fent and let
us know in advance so we can plan on
it.

No special skills are necessary.

Text should be typed but any typeface is acceptable. Captions or
other incidental working may be
printed by hand if desired. While
we hope contributors will take care
ft
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SECOND STOTHERT
BY CJEOPPE flONK

'IlATCH PLANE

x-2-2

from Al lan Boardran, who has pror,pt ly
hear
We
John Evans' request for a translation of
answered
.Allan's
the Japanese marks on his plane (PT IX-1)
on the
mark
the
that
hir,
Japanese consultant tells
Depart—
"Materiel
like
plane body means something
ment" or "Parts Department" — probably a Govern —
arrow
rent ownership stamp like the British broad
the
on
mark
the
read
He cannot
or the Dutch RYY.
iron.
Boardman says that Evans' rerark that the wedge
and cross —pin in 1-As second plane are superfluous,
What John calls a wedge is not
is incorect.
really a wedge, but a chip breaker like the early
European double irons, which were not held against
Its function is rot to
the cutter by a screw.
that is accomplished by its
hold the cutter —
The wedge action of
tight fit in its own grooves.
the. chip breaker against the cross— pin holds the
chip breaker in place.
Allan has been studying the comparative design of
Western and Japanese bench planes, especially with
regard to the subtleties affecting their perfor—
Perhaps we will hear more from him on
mance.
this interesting subject.
****

Seth Also Says:
A very belated correction. In 11-2-3,
back when Plane Talk was young and
innocent, we picked up unchallenged
WPINCA's date of 1865 for Mander &
Dillon of Philadelphia. The Chemung
County Historical Society in Elmira NY
has a spoke shave and chamfer cutter
marked JAMES MANDER PAT.JUL. 14, 1885.
According to Bill Hilton's Index of
Plane and Spoke Shave Patents, Mander
received patent 314,338 of Mar.24,
1885 for a chamfer plane, assignor of
1/3 to M.R.Dillin; on Jul.14,1885 he
received another patent 322,304 for
a spoke shave and chamfer cutter,
"assir of 1/2 to Murice R. Dillin.
This confirms our report that a
firm spelled Mander & Dillin appeared in an article in Carpentry &
Building in 1885.
X-2-3

NOTES & QUERIES
Bud Brown writes that he had acquired a moulder of turn of the
century (18th - 19th) appearance that bears the imprint A.BENJAMIN.
He is virtually certain that this is not the plane (or one of the nlanes?)
with this name, recorded by the Roberts in the "Names Alone" section
of their planemaker list published in WPINCA.
While there mayhave been many A. Benjamins, one famous one who leaps
to mind is Asher Benjamin, the architect and writer. Asher Benjamin
was born in 1773 and we are told he was apprenticed to a woodworker
from whom he learned his early trade of housebuilding. His birthplace was the state of Connecticut and in the first decade of his adult
life he built houses and public buildings in the towns of the Connecticut River Valley as far north as Windsor, Vermont. By his 30th
year, Benjamin had removed to Boston where he practiced his trade until
1806 when he brought out the first of his architectural works, THE
AMERICAN BUILDERS COMPANION.
That Benjamin was familiar with mouldings in their architectural
sense will be evident to anyone who examines the COMPANION. That he
must have been a regular user of moulding planes is obvious from his
occupation. It is perhaps not ridiculous to wonder if hel like so many
young woodworkers of his period, was not taught the art of making
moulding planes of wood and did not practice this art either for the
purpose of equipping his own tool chest or as a commercial venture.
Were this to be so, the moulding planes marked A. Benjamin would be
ofeven greater interest than they represent as examples of the equipment of the late 18th Century joiner.
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GREENSLADE
BRISTOL
on toe
Also stamped

A SMOOTH PLANE WITH
AN UNUSUAL TOE END
ADJUST1ENT
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CAST STEEL

A PLANE WITH PERSIAN ASSOCIATIONS

by Jack Evans

This user-made parallel-sided smooth plane was obtained from an antique
dealer who knew nothing of its origins. It is made, apparently, of sapele.
Sapele, from West Africa, is one of several woods generally referred to as
mahogany. It is characterized by an interlocking grain that runs in different
directions, producing a showy striped effect. A wear plate, approximately
k" thick, extends from mouth to toe and is secured to the sole with three pegs.
The plate is made of a hard, dark, purplish red wood, possibly amaranth.
Dimensions are 8" long, 2-1/16" wide, and 2-1/8" high. The 1-9/16" slotted
single iron is sketched below. It bears a well-known French name and an
Arabic inscription, in Persian, which transliterates as TEHERAN - KHANBAYAN.
The word "bayan" means "testimony." Thus the translation would appear to
be "with the approval of the Khan" or a similar endorsement or permission.
I am indebted to a colleague, Ravi Kahlia, for this translation.
The following background on Peugeot may be of interest. This family of
industrialists and engineers was from the land of Montb61iard, France.
Jean-Pierre I (1734-1814) was a clothmaker and dyer in He'rmioncourt. Of his
four sons, the two eldest, Charles (1775-1819) and Jacques (1777-1818) founded
the la Chapotte spinning mill and installed at Sous-Roches a manufactory of
spare parts and accessories for the spinning trade. The two younger sons,
Jean-Pierre II (1768-1852) and Jean-Fre-cleric (1770-1822) were the originators
of the current Peugeot industries. They associated in 1810 for the establishment
of a foundry in the family mill of Sous-Cratet, and specialized in steel for
the manufacture of high-quality cutlery. With the assistance of their brothers,
thwestablished the factory of Terre Blanche in the valley of He-rmioncourt;
then, in 1843, acquired a hardware (ironmongery) factory at Valentigney. Two
of the sons of Jean-Pierre II, Jules (1811-1889) and Emile (1815-1874)
organized among themselves, after the death of their brother Eugene (1806-1846)
the sociede known as Peugeot Freres, based at Valentigney. In 1842 their
cousins, sons of Jean-Frederic, installed a new factory at Pont-de-Roide,
creating another societie that became known as Peugeot and Company. These rose
to dominate the industry; in addition to laminated steel, cutlery, and hardware,they
sold agricultural and industrial tools throughout the world. In 1891 the
various Peugeot activities were combined as The Sons of Peugeot Brothers
(Les Fils de Peugeot freres). It was during the same year that Armand Peugeot
became interested in horseless carriages and entered the automobile industry.
(translated and condensed from the article in La Grande Larousse , 1963 (v.8,
p.389).
The plane's original knob was missing, but had the same size base as that for
a Stanley No.24. One of these has accordingly been installed to complete the
tool. The iron could have been made any time between 1847 and 1891, but
probably dates to c.1860-1870.

(
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NOTES & QUERIES

From
an auction catalog issued in August 1983 by The Gallery of
Attleboro, Mass., we take the following. Sort them out for yourself

SIGNATURES INCLUDE:
ANN,
CHELOR, PRESBREY, A. SMFI II, W. RAYMOND, H. Wrl HERELL, MI1 LER, Gil. WARREN, F. SMI i It
I ILET.1„1.R.
I
BAH I.Y..I.P. 11All FY. I N KIN
IF.
P.H. SHROFFFEI , E. WARNER. A. CUMMINGS, A.C.
STANLEY, MILLER FALLS, W.A. MILLERD, BAILEY, D.R. BARTON,GI ADWIN& APPI ETON, R. FOSTER, .1011N
GREEN, II.. CAMPBELL, JONES (Philadelphia), G. S.I EMMER, S.H. 111/31611AUS, SANDUSKY TO01 CO , WI BB,
CHAPIN-STEPHENS CO., I HOMAS I . APPLE 1 ON, C. WARREN, AUBURN 1.001 CO., BALDWIN. Hi OMAN
& HUSSEY, C. PRESCOTT, E. & C. CARTER, TABER PLANE, S. DAI PE, HOWLAND & CO.. SARGEN.1 , K1 EN
KUTTER, BROWN & SHARPE. I W Ill I H I R I I & G.M. LINDSEY. A.C. BAR I I E [1, .I.R. 101 Nil AN, .1.1.. BI AN.
GABRIEL, W. EDWARDS, I. COX. M. COW' LAND, FEL. NARAMORE, A. HEAI D & SON, KII.I .AM S. SII I ECK,
F.W. WOODIN(i. .I. KELLOGG, N. CHAPIN & CO., and others.

Most, but obviously not all come from planes.
We can't be sure about
the few unfamiliar names but perhaps they should be preserved.

T TOPS
BY GEORGE -ONK
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NOTES & OUERIES
Bud Steere notes a toothing plane,
/ 3/8" long by Wm L. DUSTIN/LAWRENCE, mASS, and a shipbuilders',
/
4" smooth plane marked
rosewood 81
D.W.WILDER.

I DIDN'T SAY YOU LOOK LIKE
A DOG,I SAID COLLIE.

Seen in the tool collection of the
huntington, Historical Society,
Huntington, L.I. N.Y.:
A smooth plane marked Underhill
Clinch & Co.
A jointer iron marked Peter Kirk
A rabbet iron (bench plane style)
marked VON CLEFF & CO/N.Y./Cast Steel.
Here are some notes from Eric Gannicott:
1.Ihave a 28" beech jointer originally stamped "J SANDERSON/WORTHINGTON" that has an overstamp of J.
KELLOGG & CO AMHERST". I wonder what
the connection is?
/
2" long handled
2.1 acquired a 101
beech twin-iron fixed ovolo sashplane
Although the owner has stamped on top
of it, the original"S.SLEEPER" imprint is legible (Pollak.p 263).
3. I came across a tongue plane made
of yellow birch with wide chamfers
and early appearance. It is imprinted "P.WHEELER" (embossed in zigzag border). I believe this to be
an unlisted maker. The plane came
from Maine.
4. Upon taking a closer look at some
bead planes in my collection I discovered two of them are left handed!
Both are solid boxed, the 5/8" is by
C.FULLER/CAUSEWAY ST./BOSTON. It
would seem to suggest that these
L.H.-planes were available in sets does any or our readers have any
data on this?

recorded variation of that shown in
BP II for the London maker Alfred
Berry. The question is what is the
initial of the second street name?
It might read C or G or even B. The
first two look possible but our ignorance of London streets forbids a
guess
AMOS
have
that
Dick

LINCOLN noted in VI-3-3 may
been a Boston cabinet maker of
name found in 1799 records by
De Avila.

Perhaps some Londoner can straighten
For information about membership
this one out for us. At an auction
inquire of:
of the Early Trades & Crafts Society
we bought a bead plane of rather decrepit condition on speculation based
.711j. 5Ciy4tird, alionbcislityjk-thayr
on the label which was only partly
visible, most of it being obscured
by gunk. What we could see was
BERRY and the tail end of another
CC Ail Veit Lane
line that looked like R.I., perhaps
standing for Rhode Island. When
Leh: ttC)V/1, S6‘ ,9C112 75&.
cleaned the label banished all thoughts
of a new American Berry in New England for the name and address are
A.BERRY/46 OLD STREET/?0SWELL RD.
The speculation was not a total loss
Thanks, Charlie !
for the label seems to be an unX-2-8
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NOTES & OUERIES

Spafford Stamp On Vinal
Moulder and Dated Plane

• Ray Townsend sends us an illuminating quotation
' from Woodworking In Estonia by A.Viires.
The plane differs in its development from
the other previously described woodworking
tools. It was known in Greco-Roman days, remains having been found in Pompeii, etc. It
was equally known by town carpenters in Europe in the Middle Ages. We also find plane
cutters among archeological finds from Kiev,
9th to 13th centuries, and in Spanish miniatures from the 13th Century as well as
later, in German sources.
Being a typically urban tool, the intro•
duction of the plane into the village was
very slow indeed. Throughout the Feudal
Age the axe, the knife, the scraper, and the
planning knife remained the tools used for
1.) surface smoothing. The German immigrant
carpenters, who settled in the towns, held
the monopoly on the plane trade for many
•
years, and the use of the plane remained
their prerogative for an equally long period. In Germany, in the 16th century, qualified builders acquired official privilege
to use the plane, although even then they
were forbidden in some districts to use it
until the 18th century. In the Baltic, also,
there were similar restrictions. Nevertheless, simple types of plane occasionally
found their way into the hands of the village
carpenters.
If Viires is accurate about the proscription of
the use of plane by non-urban carpenters, even
if this were true only in Germanstates, it may
help explain the scarcity of survivals of early
planes.

With Second Spafford Mark.

From the collection
Of Dick Howe

Embossed on Heel of

,

1.A4: cas,4,111a,,,,,..
"

•

4t . F14:

Plane toe-marked
J.J.VINAL/CLEVE. 0

.4111111.

••"--4411P4
.46„.
• ollitIVIPPr!r".

., •

Incised On Toe
A.J.SPAFFORD/1866

Planes Found in
Same Lot

STE/NBERG INVADES CANADA
Loots Border Provinces
These tracings are of jack-handled razee moulders about 11" in length
that were found in Canada by Arthur Steinberg. The irons are bench plane
style rather than the more usual spade-shape of moulding planes. Both
were marked by V.A.EMOND, a Canadian maker. While the one on the right
makes a half round groove rather like that of a gutter plane, the lefthand example produces a form that is unfamiliar to those who have inspected the planes. Do they represent the male halves of some combination designed to make dust-free joints or have they some other purnose?

V.A. EMOKD

vi\ FmoND

DON WOOD REPORTS

Cur:Tts
Compare to
F.CURTIS/COURT ST/
BOSTON. B-ARS 11-2-4
(FREDRICK)
N.CURT/S/BOSTON - B-ARS II-4-7
(NATHANIEL)

7
/

Beech
3/ 8" Shouldered Rabbet
9 7/16" long
Flat narrow chamfers
X-2-10

Iron Not Marked
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From Dale Butterworth comes a harvest of observations guaranteed to make the average collector
NOTES & QUERIES
turn a bit green.
• B*CHACE embossed in a saw-tooth border on
a 12 3/4" birch sash plane. The plane is of
2rom Ery Schaffer we hear of a plane he thinks
18th C appearance with an offset, open tote and
"PSON"
are
clearly
G.SAMPSON.
the
Only
a single Newbould iron with a rounded top.
by
is
. WARN/TOOL FACTORY/PLYMOUTH on a 91
/
2"
visible but the length of the 1 1/16" zig zag
letadditional
four
an
for
moulder;
straight
right
letters,
no
frame is just
border.
. STRONG H'EN'E CO./BURLINGTON, VT. on a
ters with a space. The letters are 0/64" 'Ligh
com- 9 3/8" beech hollow stamped on the britch
so if you own a similar plane please make
P.E.
overstamped
4189 and also 14". Straight letters, no border.
parison. The label has been
• R.CLARKE/TOOLMAKER/EXETER on a beech
MOORE in incuse lettering. Other marks on the
blade
the
10",
Length
is
D.C..
toe are J.M. and
block plane 7 7/8" long. Straight letters,
no border.
angle is 62° and the plane is of beech. Inter• WASHBUTN, embossed in a sawtooth border
estingly the wedge and toe profile closely reBP
in
II.
LILLIPSON
Ery
on a 94" sashplane with a double knife.
semble those for P
• S.NEVENS. embossed on a pair of tongue
originally believed it was a Phillipson as the
negated
has
and groove planes of birch with brass wear
PEON agrees but much close scrutiny
strips. Planes have closed totes and are 111
/
2"
that idea. Ery thinks the plane dates between
long.
1740 and 1780 which fits George Sampson apprenCi CHASE (compare BldHACE in this list)
ticed to John Jennion in 1739 (BP II, 1st. EDJ_
embossed in a sawtooth border on a 9 7/8"
birch moulder with 18 C characteristics.
S.SEWALL embossed in a sawtooth border in
a slide arm fillister of cherry. Arms are
wedged and set into the fence with iron rivets.
. S.TOPPAN embossed in a sawtooth border on
two 91
/
2 " beech moulders with wedges very similar
to I. Sleeper.
. W.H.CARY embossed in a sawtooth border on
two 10" beech moulders. Wedge slot is chamfered
at the front.
• J.LAME embossed in a sawtooth border on .
4-‘Ac
10" beech moulders with strong 18th C characteristics including a relieved wedge.
• D.LORING embossed in a sawtooth border on
a hollow and two rounds 10 1/8" long of birch
with relieved wedge.
From Frank Flynn comes a noting of a variant
label KNEASS & CO/PHIL/WA. It appears on a
/
2 " long and 3" wide, having an
panel raiser 131
adjustable stop the length of the plane. The
plane iron which is bedded skew fashion is by
G.SAMPSON ?

James Cam.

A

NEW MARK ?
by

James F. Lynn
Recently obtained from an antique dealer who specializes in English
imports is a clutch of nine hollows and rounds. All are marked on the
nose with the a sawtooth-bordered embossed stamp as follows - I.EVERINGHAM.
Each cutting iron is marked NEWBOULD or some portion of that name ( see
GOODMAN 2nd. Edition, page 173). There are owner's marks on all of them
indicating three different owners. All nine wedges are identical in form
& style. All nine planes are 9 7/8" long with all flat chamfers that are
5/16" wide. These are nicely made tools with the same characteristics
regardless of their individual size or their being hollows or rounds.
Because of their professional appearance, it is probable that there
are other "I.Everingham" planes around. Hopefully, there may be some
information available on where he worked, when, and perhaps on the man
himself?
Sawtooth border
embossed stamp
I.EVERINGHAM

9 7/s" long blocks
beech blocks & wedges

5/16" flat chamfers

A Probable Answer To
A Perplexing Question
By Gus Stahl
A question frequently asked is why did early plane makers mount
the plane handle or "toat" of long bench planes offset to the right
on the stock. We believe it was because, very early, the practice
was established of grasping the larger planes, perhaps before they
even had handles, in the most convenient way, to the right with the
right hand and to the left with the other. It would have been
noticed quickly that the pushing effort could he more effective
if the hand did not require to grip the stock so tightly as to prevent slippage but rather was able to thrust against an upright.
Some students now believe that this upright was added* and became
the forerunner of the 16th or 17th Century offcenter, baroque
Dutch toat which, in turn, was improved and gradually moved to the
center of the plane by English and American planemakers.
Examination of a Dutch toat mounted flush with the right hand side
of the plane stock discloses that, although it resembles the English
and American closed toat it was not made to permit the fingers to
wrap easily around the upright rear element. The "hollow" of the
Dutch toat is small and, if a pair of fingers are crammed into it,
uncomfortable. British long bench planes have this feature corrected.
That it was not so used is illustrated by the early 17th Century
Dutch print showing a carpenter shooting a plank with a jointer.
The original drawing has been reversed by the engraver, transposing
left and right but we hope it can be seen in our enlargement that
the workman's fingers lie along the side of the plane and his thumb
and the heel of his hand curve behind the upright to permit a solid
push.
Once established, side mounted toats continued by the momentum of
tradition for years after they were needed. In fact such totes seem
to have been mounted on types of plane that did not require them.
Gradually the toat moved to the middle of the stock where it is
found today on all but very specialized planes.
what we have seen of planes recovered from the 16th C Mary Rose
seem to support this view.

The engravings is by Claes Jansz Visscher and is from the 1608
edition of a 1575 Dutch map. It is reproduced in SAILING SHIPS,
edited by Irene De Groot and Robert Vorstman, and published in
Holland with a simultaneous English language edition by The
Viking Press 1980.
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THE

IMP
TIA131710NAL AND I"ETALLIC PLANE INFCRNATION

ROGER K. SMITH, Editor
496,267

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
KI)WAILD MADDOX, OF VICTORIA, CANADA.
PLANE.
SPECIFICATION formic*. part of Letters Patont No. 406.207, dated Apra 25,1893.
arrhi•IJ
arolimitm itr.1 Aron 3, II92. berlal 441.01111.
11.1.014
eastrerit:
tot
lie it know,, iliaL I,EOW
Victoria, Canaola, havo Invented certain new
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5 do heovloy declare the following to be a full,
clear, and csact deseriptioon of the iii yew
tion, such as will enalde others skilled i n Ilic
art to wloich, it appertains to make anti use
the ta1110.
eertaiii new
10 'fliit
and usefu l improvements iii 1.1111ICS, WO has
for its object the production of a cheap, Silll•
lute and highly eillvirnt, plane in whieh the
cutting blade can he readily and easily nd•
is justed and firmly lield At ally desired point.
'floe invention cromprisesa plane having its
sloe% or body provided with All Opellillg all
adjustable cutting-blade, a serer in engage.
oaent with A thicaolohl portion of Said blotto
fortdreci1og the adjustment themor, spring
closing the rear portion of said opening and
bearing on miol Irlasle,and it lOrkillg IlIlltrl Or
lover having a short arm designed to bear
h./1:k sa id spring, allbStalltially as
/5 herein:oiler fol:y set forth Alla particularly
poisoteol out in the claims.
In tlit. amomprnying drawings:-1:igiire I
t.ts vivw iii pernwel i ye of lily improCed plane.
a verl!vai kogittla 11ini stet 1011;1: )10v
It thereof, tin the line .r—x, 11g. I. 11g. 1 is a
view oof thc loonlinr; spring removed.
Deferring to the draw inas, A designates, tho
stock or brAly whi,11 is preferably formed of
am) is hollowed or clambered; and a is
js the ordinary open 1lig, terminating at its lower
cool in a trallaVerr•O blot
11 it a rwrirs-m41 or tipiallle, provided with
a threaded portion 6, Sit Inner rerilICell enul
ib011 tile Cater
:111,1 a 111111Q4 head
onol of said spindle outside of the rear end of
stock or hotly A, mill tsj.itisile living projected
through a hole or opening in said eml. The
forward reduced mid b' of screw.rol ii is sut.
polled by an ispertuissl erososplato or partb
tutu formed is itli stuck A.
C Is 60 cutting blade, hating a forward
Widelled cutting end d, And provided will,
grooves or disconnected threads d' All the un•
der side of its shank corresponding 10 Id o
je threaded 1.0:lion of screw•rod It, which en.
gages therewith, ily turning this sciew rod
the cutting end of (ho blade Call be mad° to
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project over or withdrawn from tho traits.
verse sloot n',accortling to the position to which
It. is desired to Adjust Dm blade.
Ills Doo binding spring, haviwg An upper
sail
short arm (I' and a lower long Arm
Arms being comectod trogiAl,er by a COM 01
I/O/flan el' Wiliell closes tiro upper, rear portion of the opening ii. The upper end of this
connecting portion is designed to fit against
A shoulder or of inclined wall of' of stock or
booly
Tito arm of' is slightly bent orcurved
olowi:ward, while tho lower arm .1' ilat a central hulgo or curved portion (1'.
E is a locking plate or lever, which CUIll•
prises a bent or curved Aral r atiul an inner
Angular, short arm r'. This locking plato or
lever is pivotally connected lly a crosspiu et'
projected through stock A, between tho sides
of which the curved arm e snugly fits when
the locking plato or lover is closed. A shout.
der
off-net,' is formed On the upper, inner
cud of arm e', And the same is designed to
engage the outer end of tho upper arm of
spring 1) and force the same upward, while
the outer cud of short aria e, ii bell the 10td:•
illg plate or lever is closed, binds firinly down
upon (lie col reed or bulged portion of the ICILL'er
:LI in of said spring. Thus by means of the
les.kio;:. ;dote in loser the elating 61:1LIU can
be ru.n.iy Imumi at any point, its Adjustment
being effected by the turning of the screw.
roll wloeu said locking photo ii Openea, 50 as
to relieve the spring pressure.
'Floe au valitages of my invention aro apporro
1,111 to those skilled in the ari. to which it rips
pertains. It will be seen that. I havo pro.
thleell A piano which Is simple; illettlOUSiVet
uiul frvo from all complications; anol our iii
silt cli the cutting blade can bo readily rob
justed to any desired position /11111 firmly held
At any point to which so adjusted.
I claim As my invention—
). lie lierciuodeseribed improved planc,
conoprising (Ito hollaw stock Or body linviog
central opening, tho cutting blade having
grooves or discoonectes1 threads in Its under
side, tho inclined screw-rod located in Will
inclosed by said stock or botlyAnd liavin.• its
spindle (Wended beyond said stock or b'oidy,
the Wilding spi ing also inclosed by said stock
or body and tho locking pinto or lever, pivotally secured to said stock or body

MADDOX PATENT
Jeff Lock of Tallmadge, Ohio has
solved the mystery of the Edward Maddox
patented plane. The U.S. Patent Office
has never been able to provide a patent
drawing to accompany the patent specifications of the Maddox plane.
This was U.S. Patent NO. 496,267
granted to Edward Maddox of Victoria,
Canada on April 25, 1893.
Jeff has found a shoulder plane dated
April '93 which matches the description of
the Maddox specifications. See the specifications and detailed drawing provided by
Jeff. As in most cases the actual plane
deviates somewhat from the specs. The
brass thumbscrew on top of the specimen
plane is not mentioned in the specs.
We thank Jeff for his contribution &
would like to hear of any other planes of
the Maddox patent.

STERLING
STERLING was a brand name used on iron
planes sold by the LOGAN-GREGG HARDWARE CO.
of Pittsburg, Pa., c. 1925. We thank Frank
Flynn of Gibsonia, Pa. for providing this
information.
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"Oliver" No. 283 Accurate Core
Box Machine
A handy tool that fills a real demand. Useful on long boxes as
well as on short ones. Cuts an accurate half circle of any desired
and 6 inches. Cutter revolves automatically with
size between
each forward movement of operator. Made of steel and cast iron.
all working parts being carefully machined. Design follows good
engineering practice. Each part is strong enough to withstand
the strain under which it must work but at the same time so shaped
as to reduce weight and bulk of complete tool to convenient form
and size for handling.
Interesting to shop owners because it reduces labor costs and
saves material, to pattern makers because it helps to higher wages
and because it transforms into agreeable work what is generally
regarded very disagreeable, to "handy men" because it elevates
them on one branch of work to journeymen's efficiency, to apprentice boys because it helps them show the "old man - that they can
do a good job and hastens the day of mechanics pay.

Saves money:
1st. By permitting a skilled
workman to accomplish more in less
time.
2nd. By permitting a skilled
man or green boy to do higher class
work.
3rd By improving quality of every man's work.
4th. By saving castings in which a slight irregularity
in core would cause cutting through.
5th. By saving castings the utility of which depend
upon absolutely round core holes.
6th. By saving machine work on drill, boring mill or
lathe. When holes can be depended upon coming perfectly
true less allowance for fi nish is practical.
7th. By saving metal. When designer knows the core
boxes will be perfect no matter whether the bet pattern
maker or the greenest "cub" makes them, he will cut a
sixteenth or more off the weight.
8th. By affording economy in use of cull lumber and
in this day of high prices and scarcity of even fair grade
stock, this item is an important one.
9th. By improving temper of shop. Men work best
when happy. This Plane makes a pleasant task of what is
generally regarded a disagreeable one.
SENT ON TRIAL. Get one of these core box machines in your own shop. Let your men prove out its sayings. No obligation to buy unless it proves to you its outand-out economies in practical use.
Write us now—every day's delay means a loss.

Illustration from below. The circular
movement of cutter comes from the rocking movement of handle which may be
regulated to suit conditions. A pawl. a ratchet, a screw and a worm are employed in
transferring the motion. Cutters of other
lengths are interchangeable with the one
here in place. The flat spring is easily removable to permit planing into one side of
a large block.

Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.
BRANCH SALES OFFICES
NEW YORK

ST. LOUIS
SALT LAKE

CHICAGO
SEATTLE

LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
MINNEAPOLIS
DENVER
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND

The two pages reproduced here are from a c. 1915-20 catalog of the Oliver Machinery
Co. of Grand Rapids, Mich. Our thanks goes to Ken Bassett of Tacoma, Wash. for sharing
this new data with us. The plane was patented by John E. McCauley of Springfield, Ohio
on Feb. 9, 1904. See P-TAMPIA, pp. 215-16 for additional information.
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Can Your Best Man Complete a 30-in.
long, 4 in. diameter Box in 5 minutes?
Our least experienced can---Stop Watch
Records are the proof.
"Oliver" No. 283 Accurate Core Box
Machine
affords the means. It also saves metal and machine shop labor and
permits the use of lower grades of lumber. Its work is perfect, for
the cutting point is rotated, compass like, from the exact center—
each backward movement of operator's hand positions it for a new
forward movement. With it an inexperienced boy can do more
and better work than a trained man can do without it.

Not an experiment. This
machine had seen 8 years daily
service in one of our oldest
architectural iron shops before
any were offered for sale. The
management of this establishment say they have frequently
saved on a single piece of work
enough labor to pay for a new
plane. They say they have
saved much more in material
—perfect cores have enabled
their making newels, lamp
posts, etc., with less metal than
competitors have had to use.
We have now placed hundreds
in America, Europe, Australia,
Mexico, etc. We will send
users letters to those who ask
to see them.

Five Cutters varying
in length between
and 314/ " are furnished
with each machine.
Patented in United
States.
Patents in Europe
Pending.

SENT ON TRIAL--Get one
of these core box machines in
your own shop. Let your men
prove out its savings. No
obligation to buy unless it
proves to you its out-and-out
economies in practical use.
Write us now—every day's
delay means a loss.

Illustration showing the
plane in use with tool set to
/ inch diameter in a
4
cut 2 3
block 5 x 24 x 14 inches.

Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.,U.S.A.
BRANCH SALES OFFICES
NEW YORK

ST. LOUIS
SALT LAKE

CHICAGO
SEATTLE
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SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
MINNEAPOLIS
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND
DENVER
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
CHARLES G. MILLER, OF NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT, ASSIGNOR TO OLIVER
S. JUDD AND CHARLES TILARESLEE, OF SAME PLACE.

C. G. MILLER.
Match -Planes.
Patented August 19, 1873.

No. 142,037.

IMPROVEMENT IN MATCH -PLANES.
specifiention forming part of Letters Patent No. 142,037, dated Angnst 19,1E73; application Mei
Marsh 111, 1873.
'
To all whom it may concern:
bed a'. The slots clt (P allow the iron to be set
Be it known that I, CLIA.RLES G. Mna.mt, and adjusted. An arch, al, springing from
of New Britain, in the county of Hartford the body of the tool, goes over the top of the
and State of Connecticut, have invented a iron. Into the under side of' this arch is fixed
Combined Tonguing and Grooving Plane, of .the small screwharf, upon which is the thumb'which the following is a specification, refer- nut p, having a projection, p, upon one side,
ence being had to the accompanying draw- bearing upon the top or upper end of the iron c.
ings, in which—
By means of this thumb-nut the iron can be
Figure 1 is a side view of the implement. nicely adjusted downward, when the screws d
Fig. is an end view of the for:.ard end of the (-1' are slightly loosened. It is screwed down
same—the end A. Fig. 3 is a flat view of the upon the upper end of the iron when it has
under side of the iron.
been adjusted, and thus acts as a support to
The plane or tool to which this invention keep the iron from slipping back when the
appertains is made of cast metal; and the in- tool is hard pressed upon. The letter g indiveutiou consists in making an arch to span cates the handle for the left hand of the opthe cross-cut in which the plane-iron lies, so erator.
as to support both ends of the tool, which arch,
The adjusting and supporting thamb-nut is
at the same time, forms a part of the handle applicable to all plane-irons.
of the plane, and forms a back or buttress for
From the foregoing description, it will be
the adjusting-screw which controls the adjust- seen that the arch a' spans the cross-cut or
ment of the plane-iron, this arch being so set opening in which the plane-iron lies; that this
on the tool that it can be cast with it all in one cross-cut or opening must be open on one side
piece.
of the tool, to admit of the whole being cast
The tool, as shown in the drawings, is made in one piece; that, since this cross-cut is thus
of cast metal, though it may be, with obvious open on one side of the arch, it is necessary to
modifications, made of mood or other suitable support the two ends of the body of the tool;
material. The letter a indicates the body of that this arch also forms a part of the handle
the tool, and I) the handle, which is hollow, of the tool; that it forms a buttress for the
being cored out in casting, from the lower end. adjusting screw or map, and that it is so set
That part of the tool to the left of the dotted ou the body a as to admit of the whole being
line x in Fig. 2 does the grooving, and the cast in one piece.
part to the right of this dotted Hue does the
I claim as my invention—
tonguing, the two parts being so united that
The combination of the body a, having the
either part can be used separately without in- cross-cut for the iron open at one side, and the
terfering with the other part. The letter c in- arch a', spanning the cross-cut and forming
dicates the chisel or "iron," so called, which a buttress for the adjusting-screw, and also a
does the cutting. It has three cutting-prongs, part of the handle, all of cast metal, in one
c2, and c3. The cutting -prong c' is the piece, substantially as described, and for the
grooving-iron, and ‘ 2 and 6 are the tonguing. purposes set forth.
irons. The whole iron lies upon the oblique
CHARLES G. MILLER.
ledge or bed a', and is secured thereto by Oa
Witnesses:
beaded screws a a', running through the capF. M. JEROME,
pla to e, and through the slots //2 4/3 into the
E. KEN. P201 A.LL.
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Warren Charette has made the Patented Planes
discovery of the year! He found an example of Charles
Miller's Match Plane patented Aug. 19, 1873. It is
almost identical in design to Miller's patented combination plane of Sept. 17, 1872. See P-TAMPIA, p. 226.
The match plane does not have the cutter adjustment
or side knob as shown. It may be a prototype that never
got into production. Miller was employed by S.R. & L.
Co. at this time.
If anyone has another example of this plane we
would like to hear about it.
C1

